SATURDAY MAY 6, 2017 LIST
Humboldt Antique Tool Auction
May 5 and May 6, 2017
Humboldt Fairgrounds
311 6th Ave. North
Humboldt, IA 50548

Preview Friday 2:00 to 3:35 PM
Friday Auction begins 3:35 PM
Preview Saturday 8:00 to 9:35 AM
Saturday Auction begins 9:35 AM
The lots marked TBA will be filled with items taken the three pallets of in-the-rough gear we cleaned
out of a Wisconsin barn and then put in storage in Humboldt. Included in this lot will be buggy jacks,
barn pulleys, a cast iron body of the cream separator and a wide variety of other antique tools and farm
tools. We will lay this gear out in beer flats and individual lots and will number them in order Friday
180-184; 234-250; and 277-290 & on Saturday: 300, 441-449; and 597-625.
1 ______ Winchester 3026C wide body jack plane, tote broken in center and needing glue, will clean to
very good overall.
2 ______ Stanley #92 shoulder plane with light rust on MADE IN USA blade, very good overall.
3 ______ Belknap BLUEGRASS iron jack plane, fine except for patch of rust on bottom where it sat on a
damp shelf, will clean to fine overall.
4 ______ Scarce Stanley #94 shoulder plane, the biggest one they made, this one is complete and in
very good overall condition, just needs a good cleaning.
5 ______ Keen Kutter KK190 iron rabbet plane with very good original blade, nice japanning, complete
with depth stop, very good overall.
6 ______ Stanley #10 carriage maker’s rabbet plane, light rust to exposed surfaces and japanning peeling
behind tote, good SW-logo blade, nice tote and tall knob, will clean to very good overall
condition.
7 ______ Stanley #191 and #192 iron rabbet planes, the 191 has a SW-logo blade, very good overall; the
#192 has an unmarked blade, very good overall.
8 ______ Unusual double ended iron block plane with SHEFFIELD blade, some rust, will clean to
very good.
9 ______ Pair of Stanley #80 bullnose rabbet planes, one has rust on sole, will clean to very good; the other
is also MADE IN USA and is fine.
10 ______ Keen Kutter K78 iron rabbet and fillister plane (same as Stanley #78) with original Keen Kutter
blade, and depth stop, fence looks like it came from a newer plane, very good overall.
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11 ______ Stanley #40 scrub plane, light rust on blade and cap screw, good beech tote and tall knob, will
easily clean to very good overall.
12 ______ Union #43 iron rabbet and fillister plane (same as Stanley #78) with cast cap screw, good original
blade and fence, has depth stop but no screw to secure it, very good overall.
13 ______ Scarce Stanley #40 1/2 jumbo scrub plane with good T-logo blade, has STANLEY cast into cap
screw head, beech tote has been broken and needs glue, good tall knob, very good overall.
14 ______ Stanley #180 & #182 iron rabbet planes; the #180 has STANLEY cast into cap screw head, good
Rule & Level Co. blade, no depth stop, very good overall; and the #182 has very little japanning
remaining, good V-logo blade, no depth stop, will make good user.
15 ______ Early Stanley #79 side rabbet with japanned finish, light rust to exposed surfaces, will clean to
fine overall condition.
16 ______ Stanley #99 left-handled side rabbet plane with intact depth stop, MADE IN USA blade, fine
overall.
17 ______ Stanley #39 7/8-inch dado plane, missing blade and one nicker, has light surface rust on outside,
intact depth stop and lever cap, will clean to very good.
18 ______ Stanley #378 weatherstrip rabbet plane with intact fence, both pre stops, depth stop, good
japanning, very good to fine overall.
19 ______ Preston & Sons bullnose rabbet plane with modern replacement blade, very good overall.
20 ______ Embossed QUALITY TOWNLEY METAL & HDWE CO. KANSAS CITY single bit axe head,
small chip on one side about 1/2-inch above edge, very good overall.
21 ______ Fine Stanley #993 corner brace, complete and about as good as they come. Just need to remove a
few old sales tags and it will be ready to use or display.
22 ______ Nice embossed STILLETO single bit axe head, just has some glue residue where a previous sales
tag was taped to the face, fine overall.
23 ______ Pair of double bit axe heads including a badly pitted BLACK RAVEN?; and one marked M3V2
that will make a good user.
24 ______ Unknown make single bit axe head, fine overall.
25 ______ Scarce McClellan Patent corner brace with adjustable breast plate, nice plating, nice
rosewood handle, intact chuck, needs an auxiliary handle, fine overall.
26 ______ Two hatchets; the one on top has a rolled steel handle, marked MADE IN U.S.A. on one side of
lightly pitted blade, very good overall; and a VAN CAMP embossed hatchet with wooden handle,
the embossing is worn but still very good.
27 ______ Pair of ratchet braces including ratcheting model with a wrist handle like a Davis, working ratchet
and chuck, very good overall; and a PS&W model that needs a good cleaning.
28 ______ Small VAN CAMP embossed hatchet head very good overall.
29 ______ Pair of ratchet braces: BEN HUR with Lion-type heavy duty chuck, nice rosewood handles very
good overall; and a KEEN KUTTER KR6 6-inch with nice rosewood handles, working chuck,
very good overall.
30 ______ Unusual OMAHA LCAH embossed single bit felling axe head also marked Personally
Guaranteed by Henry Lee, President, sold by Lee, Coit & Anderson Hardware, Omaha,
Nebraska, has some glue residue on face where an old price tag was taped on with Scotch
tape, fine overall.
31 ______ Nice C.E. JENNINGS Arrowhead Brand 8-inch folding-handle drawknife.
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32 ______ B&D SPECIAL WARRANTED single bit axe head, very good overall.
33 ______ Pair of drawknives: D.R. BARTON 8-inch slightly curved coopers or carriagemakers shave, one
handle taped with electrical tape, light rust on blade, will clean to very good; and a G.I. MIX &
CO. 10-inch, one of the curved steel butt plates is missing from bottom of one handle, still very
good overall.
34 ______ Coopers wooden sun plane, blade pitted, body has nicks and chips from edges, good overall.
35 ______ Nice blacksmith-made double caliper with name BERT stamped into handle, 22 inches long
overall.
36 ______ Nice coopers V-croze used to cut grooved in top of barrel that lid would sit in, this one was
professionally made and is very good.
37 ______ Large 1 1/4-inch wooden screw box, no tap, very good overall.
38 ______ European cooper’s howell plane by A. McKENZIE ABBERDEEN, complete and fine.
39 ______ Unusual blacksmith’s rounding tool with steel hinge and curved steel wear plates, wooden
handles, nicely made.
40 ______ Green River-type wheelwright’s traveler, has light rust, intact pointer, will clean to very good.
41 ______ Winchester #3025C (Sargent) 14-inch iron jack plane, very good tote and tall knob, fine original
blade, fine overall.
42 ______ Wiley & Russell manufactured wheelwright’s traveler, appears was painted silver at one time,
will clean to very good.
43 ______ Millers Falls #14 iron jack plane, a few spots of light surface rust, will easily clean to fine overall.
44 ______ Lot of four iron block planes: Sargent #217, complete and very good; Stanley #220 with BB-logo
blade, very good; early Union 220-type with lever under the cap, nice original blade and knob,
fine overall; and a FULTON that is almost identical to a Sargent #217, this one needs a light
cleaning, very good overall.
45 ______ Pair of iron smooth planes: FULTON #409C with Winchester lever cap and Winchester blade,
with light cleaning it will be fine; and an OHIO TOOL CO. #04C with maroon paint in bed and
fine Thistle Brand iron, fine overall.
46 ______ Five iron block planes: Three Stanley #110 models all complete and very good; a Fulton or
Dunlap with a Stanley Two-Tone cap; and an unknown make with corrugated bottom.
47 ______ Early Stanley #13 compass plane with solid adjuster nut with 1858 & 1867 patent dates, solid
lever cap with square spring, plane has light rust, will easily clean to very good overall.
48 ______ Three block planes including nice Fosters aluminum model; UNION #107; and a Stanley H1247
in original green paint, very good.
49 ______ Unusual Keen Kutter (Ohio Tool?) KK NO4 with sawtooth logo blade that is normally seen in
wooden KK planes, has a K on either side of the knob and NO4 in front of knob, fine tote and
knob, fine overall.
50 ______ Scarce Millers Falls #7 iron smooth plane
51 ______ Keen Kutter #KK4C (Ohio Tool) tote spur missing a few chips, fine knob, very good blade with
block & wedge logo; a very good plane overall.
52 ______ Late model Stanley #40 scrub plane with extra blade support, nice beech tote and knob, very light
rust on BB-logo blade, will easily clean to fine overall.
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53 ______ Keen Kutter KK4C that is marked KK4 in font of knob, 60 percent plus japanning, nice tote and
knob, cannot make out any mark on the good blade, fine overall.
54 ______ Winchester #3005 iron smooth plane, very good tote and tall knob, red paint in lever cap has been
touched up, very good to fine overall.
55 ______ Keen Kutter (Stanley) #K4 iron smooth plane, good blade, nice tote and knob, very good overall.
56 ______ Stanley #3C iron smooth plane with adjustable frog, stained hardwood tote and knob, little light
surface rust, will easily clean to very good overall.
57 ______ Unusual shop-made plane that is either a patternmaker’s fillet cutter, or shoemaker’s plane for
cutting the welt?
58 ______ Pair of Stanley 8-inch iron bench planes: #3 with Q-logo blade, nice rosewood tote and tall knob,
very good overall; and a Stanley Handyman #H1203 with nice handles that are painted blue, frog
painted red, fine overall.
59 ______ Stanley #OH4 Two-Tone iron smooth plane with nice blue bed and yellow cap iron and frog,
black painted handles, fine overall.
60 ______ Fine Stanley #10 carriage makers rabbet plane, early-style rosewood tote has been broken at base
and glued, nice low knob, very good Q-logo blade, japanning 90 percent plus, a fine plane
overall.
61 ______ Pair of ratchet braces: Stanley No. 923 10-inch, complete and fine; and a Yankee No. 2101 with
8.5-inch sweep, very good.
62 ______ CHENEY Patent nail holding hammer, very good overall.
63 ______ John S. Fray No. 180 Spofford-patent brace with 8-inch sweep, some light to moderate rust, nice
tropical wood, will clean to very good overall.
64 ______ Pair of forged claw hammers both very good.
65 ______ Pair of Spofford Patent braces each with split wrist handles held with pewter rings; one is a
FRAY & CO. No. 110; the other is a JOHN S. FRAY & CO. No. 108; both are very good.
66 ______ Stanley No. 921 6-inch ratchet brace, very good overall
67 ______ Forged gate latch and a serving fork with W. TOUSLEY FURNITURE & FUNERAL SERVICE
on one side and A MERRY CHRISTMAS / A HAPPY NEW YEAR on other side, very good.
68 ______ Pair of braces: all-steel model with spring-loaded lever on side chuck, owner’s tag says
CARRIAGE MAKER’S BRACE, very good; and a FRAY & PIGG all-steel Spofford Patent with
8-inch sweep, very good.
69 ______ Pair of cobbler’s hammers, one is smaller than typically found.
70 ______ Pair of ratchet braces: YANKEE No. 2101A BELL SYSTEM made by Stanley, fine overall; and
a HOLDALL 10-inch complete and fine.
71 ______ Pair of hammers: GARLAND NO. 2 SACO MAINE with steel head and having nylon faces,
owner’s tag says it is a LEATHER HAMMER, very good; and an ESTWING brick hammer with
rubber handle, very good.
72 ______ PEERLESS 78-inch wooden plumb & level for doorways, very good.
73 ______ Three assorted claw hammers with wooden handles.
74 ______ Pair of food choppers with wooden handles; one has open handle and one closed, both appear to
have been blacksmith made.
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75 ______ Short handled blacksmith hammer, very good.
76 ______ Pair of long wooden-handled food choppers, both very good.
77 ______ Three assorted hammers: one is a short handled planishing type hammer with owner tag that calls
it a tinner’s hammer, very good; a short handled metal working hammer; and on bottom one
marked planishing or silversmith’s hammer, very good.
78 ______ Six lead soldiers and artillery pieces. Included are one mounted cavalry; one bugler; two infantry;
and two artillery pieces.
79 ______ Three assorted hammers: nice tack hammer with rosewood handle that fits into a socket, marked
5 on one head and has a makers name but it is difficult to discern; and a tack hammer with
wooden slabs on either side for handle, tack lifter at end of handle, good.
80 ______ Lot of 9 fishing lures and two small tin boxes of sinkers and hooks.
81 ______ Five assorted hammers including two with regular nail claws; one with solid single claw (maybe
for prying hubcaps)and one that appear to be a riveting hammer; and one that may be a veneering
hammer that has owners tag saying CABINET MAKERS HAMMER), very good.
82 ______ Wooden string winder and a wedge-locking double beam marking gage that looks user made,
very good.
83 ______ Four assorted forged claw hammers, the largest one needs head secured to handle.
84 ______ Wooden string winder; and two wooden marking gages, one needs a hole drilled in the head to
mount a locking screw.
85 ______ Lot of three assorted hammers: the one on the top comes with a wooden pattern for the head, very
good; includes a ball peen.
86 ______ Two rosewood and brass handled try squares; and a user-made wooden marking gage with
octagon shaped head.
87 ______ Three assorted hammers: saw setting type, very good; one with brass head and composite handle;
and a G.W. MOUNT brass tack hammer with magnetic faces.
88 ______ Pair of farrier’s hoof knives; one with steel handle, and one with wood, both very good.
89 ______ HULL & MONTGOMERY BLACKSTONE STREET BOSTON (1845-1846) handled wide ogee
molding plane, 14 1/2-inches long, 3 1/4-inch iron by Wm Ash & Co., has nick in iron.
90 ______ D. R. BARTON Moving fillister plane, very good.
91 ______ L & I. J. WHITE Buffalo NY. 2-inch ogee molding plane.
92 ______ SANDUSKY Handled, raze nosing plane, 1 1/8-inch, very good.
93 ______ H. L. JAMES Williamsburg Mass. (1855-1871) 2-inch wide ogee molder, boxed.
94 ______ Thos L. Appleton Boston (1872-78) pair of match planes for 1/2-inch stock, both very good.
95 ______ H. WELLS (1847-60) twin-iron fixed sash plane, triple boxed, one wedge is an oak replacement,
very good overall.
96 ______ HALL & HYNSON ST. LOUIS, MO (1851-1860) screw-arm plow plane, brass depth stop,
boxed fence, very good condition.
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97 ______ GABRIEL (1770-1822) 2 1/2-inch wide double boxed molding plane.
98 ______ R.A. PARRISH Philadelphia, PA (1807-1845) 5/16” center bead, double boxed.
99 ______ Unusual 34-inch tool used to by sabot makers to clean out the toe area of a wooden shoe, very
good.
100 ______ Forged letter D branding iron, very good.
101 ______ Pair of wooden wedge-locking trammel points on a wooden beam, very good overall.
102 ______ Lot of 11 assorted irons that were used to burn letter or numbers; six have steel handles; and five
have wooden handles.
103 ______ Unusual German fireplace trammel from early 1800s, made of a series of forge-welded flatsteel links, has rust and pitting.
104 ______ Scarce blacksmith-made tool used in scribing logs when building a log cabin, dated 1886 at
one end, fine overall.
105 ______ Small copper bucket with folding forged-steel bale handle, very nice.
106 ______ Medium sized cast iron glue pot with cast iron liner, some light rust, good overall.
107 ______ Nice wooden brace with 1/4-inch shell bit, fine overall. Ex Bill Baader Collection.
108 ______ Massive lot of 34 assorted center bits from 1/8-inch to 2-inches, all inside a canvas roll, one of the
biggest and best sets we have seen or sold. Ex Bill Baader Collection.
109 ______ Nice carved wooden brace with 3/4-inch shell bit, comes with the seldom-seen wooden breast
plate that would be strapped to the user’s chest to deliver downward pressure on the brace, a fine
pair. Ex Bill Baader Collection.
110 ______ Large canvas roll of 30 assorted bits; three are for T-augers and need wooden handles; at least 18
are Cook’s Patent bits with downturned spurs at the top.
111 ______ Carved wooden brace with 7/8-inch shell bit with steel ferrule, the pad is flat on one side after
having been broken, good overall.
112 ______ Lot of NOS items Black Rock Tools digital caliper; 14-piece LED precision screwdriver; another
set of small screwdrivers; pack of IRWIN BLUE BLADE replacement blades for razor knives;
two packs of Super GLUE; and one pack of GORILLA GLUE.
113 ______ Lot of NOS items: Pair of Crown marking knives with tropical handles; 10-piece Riffler File Set;
6-inch Stainless rule; four Stanley ENGLAND bench plane blades; 224 burnishing wheel; small
mirror in plastic pouch.
114 ______ Lot of seven NOS items: 3X8 DIAMONDSTONE SUP/FINE W/CS sharpening set; pen knife set
in plastic box; three WOODCRAFT carving chisels; FastCap Magnitic Micro Square IOB;
BUCK KNIFE Companion Model 309 IOB; pack of self-adhesive felt dots; and a WOOD RIVER
Picture Framing Brad Setter.
115 ______ Lot of four NOS tools: SHINTO MADE IN JAPAN rasp; 12-piece File Assortment; Wood River
4-in-1 Rasp; and a MARPLES narrow but deep gouge.
116 ______ Pair of sharpening stones: the first is three stones; coarse medium and fine in a wooden cradle,
very good; and the other is a fine stone in carved wooden holder that looks very good.
117 ______ Three wooden rules: Stanley #34 1/2 12-inch rule with brass ends; J. RABONE & SONS No.
1188 4-fold; and a wooden zig zag with metric graduations on one side and English on the other.
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118 ______ Pair of 12-inch 4-fold boxwood rules: UPSON (Not UPSON NUT) No. 78 1/2 with double
arched joint, brass-bound, very good; and a Stanley #83C caliper rule, the outside is worn and
stained, inside is very good.
119 ______ Pair of E.C. SIMMONS 4-fold rules: E.C. SIMMONS REDLINE, outside worn, one indexing
hole on inside is wallowed out, good overall; and a KEEN KUTTER K840 brass-bound, complete
and fine.
120 ______ Pair of wooden rules: one an advertising rule for American Abrasive Metals Co. Irvington, New
Jersey, FERALUN Anti-Slip Treads, etc., very good overall; and a LUFKIN 016 caliper rule,
complete and fine.
121 ______ Four assorted sharpening stones: on top is a CRAFTSMAN in a 2-piece plastic box, very good;
SIMONDS Abrasive Co. No. 14 Borolon combination oilstone IOB; a square white HARD
ARKANSAS stone in plastic sleeve; and a small loose combination stone.
122 ______ Pair of LUFKIN rules: No. 651 2-foot 4-fold very good overall; and a LUFKIN No. 014 caliper
rule MADE IN ENGLAND, very good.
123 ______ Two fine Stanley caliper rules #32 SW & #36.
124 ______ Stanley #136 1/2 advertising caliper rule WISCONSIN KNIFE WORKS INC. BELOIT,
WISCONSIN, ENGINEERS TO THE WOODWORKING INDUSTRY, very good.
125 ______ Three 12-inch 4-fold rules: No. 8 brass bound, one leg chipped; C-S CO. No. 65 very good; and
unknown make No. 64.
126 ______ EAGLE RULE CO. 21st ANNIV. SPECIAL 12-inch 2-fold rule, fine.
127 ______ Stanley #66 3/4, 36-inch 4-fold, brass-bound rule with early-style arched joint, very good.
128 ______ Stanley #62 2-foot 4-fold rule, has ND4 stamped into one leg, fine overall.
129 ______ Seven assorted celluloid advertising rules: BUTLER MFG. CO. GALVANIZED STEEL
PRODUCTS KANSAS CITY & MINNEAPOLIS; two ST. PAUL FOUNDRY CO.; Lally
Column Co. of Chicago; The Pfaudler Co. Rochester, NY; KEWANEE BOILER CO.; and
HELLER BROS NUCUT and VIXEN files with DECIMAL EQUIVALENT chart.
130 ______ Original 1905 MELHUISH’S NO. 15 CATALOGUE of WOOD WORKERS’ TOOLS… Comes
with several loose papers including a 1922 letter on MELHUISH’S letterhead, etc. The first few
pages of the catalogue are coming loose, filled with tools from a variety of English makers
including Preston; and American tools by Stanley, Disston, Goodell-Pratt and many others.
131 ______ ENTERPRISE sad iron with quick release handle, very good overall.
132 ______ Sad iron with integral iron handle marked on side ????? & CO. SENECA FALLS, N.Y., good
overall.
133 ______ Sad iron with integral iron handle has initials ACW & 6 cast into top, very good.
134 ______ Unusual MAHONY TROY NY polishing iron, very good.
135 ______ Electric CALOR FRANCE iron, nice wooden handle, good overall.
136 ______ Small double ended ASBESTOS SAD IRON with quick release tin top marked PAT MAY 22nd
1900, very good.
137 ______ Nickel plated sleeve iron, unknown make, very good.
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138 ______ Small double ended sad iron with quick release wooden handle, the base is nickel plated, very
good.
139 ______ Pair of sad irons, both with integral handles; the one on the left has makers name and/or patent
info on top but it’s hard to read.
140 ______ Two 14-inch back saws: SLACK SELLARS & GRAYSON handle has been glued and there are
few patches of light pitting on the blade; and an unknown make that is missing one of the 3
screws that secure the handle, handle was broken and glued, will clean to good usable condition.
141 ______ Four assorted planes: Stanley Handyman H1247 iron block plane, some light rust; SEARS
(Stanley) MADE IN ENGLAND #120 type, will clean to very good; WARDS MASTER
(Stanley) 9-inch smooth plane, will easily clean to very good; and a Stanley HANDYMAN jack
plane with light to moderate rust.
142 ______ Scarce Millers Falls No. 07B skew bladed iron block plane, some light rust, will easily clean to
very good condition.
143 ______ Three assorted back saws: 14-inch PENNSYLVANIA SAW COMPANY No. 78, very good
overall with nice etch on blade; another 14-inch unmarked, very good; and a 12-inch that is
unmarked but has a keystone logo on medallion, so likely a Disston product, very good.
144 ______ Pair of ratchet braces: PEXTO No. 8010 with heavy-duty chuck very good overall; and an
unknown 8-inch model with electric tape round the wrist handle, and some rust, chuck rattles so it
may need a new spring to spread the jaws.
145 ______ Pair of nail pullers: in front is a BRIDGEPORT NO-64 REX, complete, some light rust, will
clean to very good; and a CRESCENT BRIDGEPORT No. 56 SUREGRIP, some light rust, will
clean to very good.
146 ______ Millers Falls No. 502 corner brace, light dusting of surface rust, will clean to very good; plus
another corner brace that has a pitted frame and will need a bit of work to return it to service.
147 ______ Pair of nail pullers: THE BRIDGEPORT HDWE MFG CORP, NEW JUMBO 1905, PAT JAN 9
1906, has light rust, will clean to very good; and a No. 515 GREENLEE some light rust, very
good overall.
148 ______ Unusual hack saw and a SMITH & HEMENWAY CO. INC. ECLIPSE TRADE MARK NO. 13
nail puller, very good overall.
149 ______ Fine brass and rosewood awl with steel tip made by a reclusive Ozark craftsman who lives off the
grid and makes wonderful items like this with an artistic flare, we don’t know if he remains
active. This was created about 20 years ago. (Check out lot 151 for another item he made)
150 ______ Stanley #1 miniature smooth plane, early model with BAILEY patent date on chip breaker,
nice beaded rosewood knob and tote, good RULE & LEVEL CO. blade, intact overhang
under rear of tote, very good to fine overall condition.
151 ______ Fine brass and rosewood line reel for chalk line or plumb bob, made by the same reclusive Ozark
artisan who crafted lot 149, this one is pretty and functional too. We hated to separate this from
the other piece he made but this way, two different people can potentially each own one.
152 ______ Forged scutcher or bricklayer’s hammer.
153 ______ Set of wooden staves for a small barrel.
154 ______ Three assorted braces: No. 102 PAT. FEB. 11, 1878? ratchet brace with Barber-type chuck and
tropical wood, very good; Spofford’s Patent with pewter rings on wrist handle, very good; and an
unknown make that has a screw above the chuck that when turned releases the jaws from the
bottom.
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155 ______ Lot: Yankee No. 41 push drill with three bits inside handle, very good; solid-steel screwdriver
like those made by Bridgeport; Millers Falls ratchet screwdriver with cane-type handle, very
good; and a No. 30A Yankee with one flat bit.
156 ______ Three crude European braces; one with a massive and very crude wooden head.
157 ______ Pair of wooden compass planes; one faintly marked A. Howland & Co. & ?? HILL & CO.
158 ______ Lot of three braces: PAT. DEC. 30, 1874?, with two selector buttons above the chuck, very good
overall; FRAY & PIGG Spofford Patent NOV. ??,????, with iron head, very good overall;
159 ______ Three adjustable steel squares: No. 22 Stanley missing the scribe; UNION TOOL CO. with intact
level vial and intact scribe, very good; and one marked STAR that is complete and very good.
160 ______ Pair of No. 9 hollow and round planes by OHIO TOOL CO., the hollow has some water damage
on the toe but both are still usable.
161 ______ Lot four outside calipers; and a pair of 9-inch dividers.
162 ______ Lot: DUNLAP hand drill with 3-jaw chuck, very good; and an unusual pair of dividers that has a
repair to the clamp.
163 ______ Lot: 1/2-inch mortising chisel with faint maker’s mark, very good; Stanley #25 rosewood handled
bevel with 10-inch blade, very good; and another rosewood handled bevel with 8-inch blade and a
decorative screw head.
164 ______ Pair of T-Augers; a No. 5 marked N. BAILEY KINGSTON, complete and very good; and
another that is used in making wooden shoes, comes with wooden blade sheath. According to the
web site http://www.numismalink.com/bio5.html: “Nahum Bailey, a prolific auger manufacturer
in Kingston, Massachusetts, was born in 1793, the son of Eliphalet Bailey and Martha Robinson.
In September 1817 he was married to Christiana Drew Washburn, by whom he had several
children. He died in October 1876."
165 ______ Unusual brace that secures the bit when chuck is rotated partially, has a repaired head,
good overall.
166 ______ Nice D.R. BARTON 1 3/4-inch jack rabbet plane with two knickers and offset handle, complete
and very good.
167 ______ Early 12-inch wooden gutter plane with fine early handle, has illegible maker’s mark on toe, early
single iron with corners notched at top, very good overall.
168 ______ Stanley #110 iron block plane with 6-point star lever cap, nice knob, V-logo blade, very good
overall.
169 ______ Stanley 18-inch cast iron plumb & level with Eclipse vial covers, good nickel plating, very good
overall.
170 ______ Scarce Stanley #40 1/2 jumbo scrub plane with fine SW-logo blade, nice handles, very good
overall.
171 ______ Unknown make 18-inch cast iron shaft level, all three vials intact, 70-percent plus japanning, very
fine pitting on top and bottom rails, good overall.
172 ______ Stanley #96 Type I blind nail plane with 1888 patent date in one side and STANLEY in the other,
has very light pitting from previous cleaning, good overall.
173 ______ Pair of wooden bench planes: OGONTZ TOOL CO 22-inch No. 19 jointer plane with closed
handle, very good overall; and an OHIO TOOL CO. No. 17 razee-style 16-inch jack plane, very
good.
174 ______ Large wooden furniture clamp with nice screw threads, very good overall.
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175 ______ Stanley #3 Type 11 in original box, plane is very good, box has moderate wear.
176 ______ Nice blacksmith’s double caliper, complete and very good.
177 ______ Early tin cooler with folding handles, made in the 1930s or 1940s in old green paint.
178 ______ Lot of 8 fishing & fishing lure books: Universal Fly Tying Guide by Dick Stewart; Collector's
Encyclopedia of Creek Chubb Lures and Collectibles by Harold E. Smith; The Treasury of
Angling by Larry Koller; Fishing Lure Collectibles by Dudley Murphy and Rick Edmisten; Ice
Fishing Secrets; The Complete Fisherman's Catalog; The Heddon Legacy-A Century of Classic
Lures by Bill Roberts and Rob Pavey; and The Hunting and Fishing Library
179 ______ Norlund vintage spring-loaded fish grabber, these are now illegal to use in several states including
Minnesota, this one is being sold as a historic sporting relic only.
180 ______ Stanley #45 combination plow plane in original pasteboard box with long and short rods, cam,
beading stop, three depth stops double row box of cutters, a fine original plane in a decent box.
181 ______ ROLLMAN MFG. CO. MOUNT JOY, PA cherry stoner, needs new plunger spring; and a
BRIDDELL NO. 66 wooden handled ice chipper, fine.
182 ______ Wooden birdseye rolling pin; and nice carved wooden spoon with end that looks like a shovel,
has curved handle, very good.
183 ______ Apple Parer, Corer, Slicer made by White Mountain Freezer, Inc., fine overall; and a
UNIVERSAL No. 21 food chopper with extra blade tied to the crank arm, very good.
184 ______ Roll of eight THIEF CATCHER ID stamps
185 ______ Pair of brass bookends that depict ships similar to the Mayflower.
186 ______ Pair of brass sleigh bells, both fine.
187 ______ Small powder horn with leather strap that is dried out and cracking.
188 ______ Steel bracket with three bells mounted to it, each bell has numerous clappers.
189 ______ DAZEY SHARPIT hand cranked knife sharpener made by the DAZEY CHURN & MFG. CO.
PAT. OCT. 20, ’92, very good.
190 ______ Unusual brass kerosene lamp that has an owner ID tag marked RAILROAD CABOOSE LIGHT,
needs a glass chimney.
191 ______ Copper pan with handles riveted to side at top rim, very good overall.
192 ______ Blacksmith-smith made kitchen or cooking tongs; and nicely made strainer.
193 ______ Jell-O mold MADE IN SWEDEN also marked “2Lr” very good overall.
194 ______ Three antique kitchen utensils: two pronged fork with pewter or lead ferrule; copper spatula with
three starburst decorations on top; and a shallow brass dipper.
195 ______ Wooden garlic press with wooden body, steel hinge and having a porcelain plunger and porcelain
strainer, very nice.
196 ______ Vintage shotgun shell reloading tool, has nice wooden handles and good japanned surface, very
good overall.
197 ______ Nice X-RAY juicer with cast iron handles and having an aluminum insert, very good overall.
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198 ______ STOVER JUNIOR waffle iron with wooden handles, no base, good overall.
199 ______ Wooden lemon squeezer with two flat pieces of steel pinned to each piece and used as hinges,
very good.
200 ______ BACKUS Patent No. 10 brace, very good overall.
201 ______ Three assorted claw hammers.
202 ______ Iron blacksmith’s brace with copper sleeve where wrist handle on a regular brace is, very good
overall.
203 ______ Blacksmith made claw hammer.
204 ______ Unusual brace that has a sliding piece that drops down to secure the bit, very good overall.
205 ______ Perfect Handle-type saddler’s hammer with rosewood handle panels, very good overall.
206 ______ Unknown make iron brace with iron pad, and a spring chuck, has about a 7-inch sweep, very
good.
207 ______ Pair of unusual hammers; first is a strapped claw hammer, it is complete and very good; and a
French Pattern cobbler’s hammer.
208 ______ Large blacksmith-made brace with massive wooden head, chuck is simply a tapered square
socket.
209 ______ Davis & Cook 28-inch plumb & level with laminated rosewood stock, nickel plated end plates,
vial cover rings and top plate, unfortunately a brutal Minnesota winter resulted in both vials
cracking, replace the vials and you’ll be left with a fine plumb & level.
210 ______ Modern Woodsman of American aluminum axe, blade has a few chips at edge, very good overall.
211 ______ Unusual log marking hammer that marks WMT, very good overall.
212 ______ Wooden draftsman’s T-square that appears to have been made of burl, with big brass screw, very
good overall.
213 ______ Log or tie marking hammer that marks a number 2 on one side with hammer on other face, very
good.
214 ______ Keen Kutter flooring saw with adjustable handle, very good etch, very good overall.
215 ______ Very nice corn sheller that hangs on a fence, this on is in original red paint and has the nubber on
one side, very good overall.
216 ______ Early smith forged T-auger with 1-inch bit, very good overall.
217 ______ Matched set of screw arm plank or tongue and groove planes, both very good.
218 ______ Zenith #415C corrugated wide-body smooth plane made by Sargent for Marshall Wells Hardware
Company Duluth, Minnesota, the main screw securing the tote is improper.
219 ______ Nice PEARSONS NAILER PAT. JAN. 26, ’92 & JAN 7, ’08, also marked in stenciling on side
of hopper “MADE BY PEARSON MFG. ROBBINSDALE, MINN 1908, very good overall.
220 ______ Unknown make 7-inch wooden toothing plane with nice W. BUTCHER blade, has former owner
J DION’s name stamped into toe three times, fine overall.
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221 ______ OHIO TOOL CO 3 1/2-inch handled panel raising plane, complete and very good.
222 ______ Ohio Tool Co. No. 126 adjustable sash plane with two adjuster screws on one side, very good
overall.
223 ______ Nice Bucklin Patent rope maker PAT NOV 12, 1907 (U.S. No. 686,440), made on a patent issued
to Orson Bucklin of Marietta, Minnesota, includes the “wrench” that is used to straighten the
three strands before they are twisted, complete and fine.
224 ______ Unknown make 22-inch wooden gutter plane with closed handle, very good overall.
225 ______ Three wooden jointer planes: 28-inch OHIO TOOL CO. No. 27, with closed handle, very good
overall; 24 3/4-inch Continental jointer with closed handle set into rear of stock, good WARD
iron, very good overall; and 22-inch EASTERLY & CO. jointer with closed handle, very good
overall.
226 ______ Stanley No. 102 iron block plane IOB, a used plane with box that has had corners taped, very
good overall.
227 ______ Pair of SIMONDS saw tools in original boxes; No. 340 complete and very good with nice box;
and No. 342 also complete and very good.
228 ______ Genuine IRWIN No. 2 expansive auger bit that bores holes from 7/8 to 3 inches, in original box,
box is worn and has been crushed but is still intact and good, bit is fine.
229 ______ Stanley No. 8 TOOL HOLDER in original box, box top has corners that need to be taped on label
end, tool is fine.
230 ______ Millers Falls No. 100 push drill in original box, a fine tool in a slightly worn box.
231 ______ Stanley 100 PLUS No. 41Y AUTOMATIC DRILL in original box, a fine tool in a very good
yellow box.
232 ______ Yankee No. 41 push drill in original box bits, a fine tool in a good box.
233 ______ Stanley DEFIANCE No 1295 butt gauge in original box, first we’ve had in the original box, both
box and tool are fine.
234 ______ Stanley No. 49 bit-gauge in original box, this is a japanned version, very good overall.
235 ______ Millers Falls No. 240 chisel & plane iron sharpening fixture in original box, the red die in the
paper of the box has bled thru the label, a near new tool in a very good box.
236 ______ Stanley No. 138 level sights in original box, sights and box are very nice.
237 ______ Stanley #101 1/2 round bottom 3 1/2-inch block plane, later model with red lever cap, in a later
yellow box that has been held together with Scotch tape, very good plane in a good box.
238 ______ Keuffel & Esser 6491C leather plumb bob sheath like new in original box, box is worn and has
split along one edge of top; plus a K&E No. 6471 brass surveyor’s-type plumb bob, complete and
fine.
239 ______ GIFFORD Wood Co. ice axe also marked P.C. & I. with handle and has not been fully set, very
good overall.
240 ______ DEFIANCE No. 1247 iron block plane in original box, box and plane are both very good.
241 ______ Unmarked single bit axe, handle is cracked in a few places, good overall.
242 ______ Beer flat full of early door hardware including lock and two glass handles; decorative brass
hinges; decorative brass door knobs; etc.
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243 ______ Rare killing axe that was used in a meat locker or slaughter house to kill livestock by hitting
them in the head with the pole on the back side of the blade, very good overall.
244 ______ Disston D42 VICTORY 26-inch 8ppi hand saw with fine etch, very good handle, very good
overall.
245 ______ Unusual steel trade axe with long handle, very good overall.
246 ______ Pair of hand saws: 20-inch Atkins 9ppi panel saw, very good overall; and an unknown make 27inch crosscut with course 4 1/2 ppi, handle is broken at bottom, will make good user with new
handle.
247 ______ Sheffield Saw Works Indianapolis 25-inch 7ppi combination saw and square with rule etched into
top of blade, faint etch, very good overall.
248 ______ Disston KEYSTONE K6 1/2 with 26-inch crosscut blade, fine etch, very good overall.
249 ______ Large smith-made Spofford-type brace, very good overall.
250 ______ Small green cabinetmaker’s tool chest with folding handles on ends, two sliding trays inside as
well as holders for square, chisels and other tools, in old green paint, very good overall. Measures
36 x 19 x 13 1/2 inches.
251 ______ Pair of precision measuring tools: MITUTOYO depth mic in original hard plastic box, fine
overall; and an MG TOOL CO. No. 2000 1-2-inch micrometer in original box, foam rubber that
the mic is sitting on is breaking down and will need to be replaced, tool itself is fine.
252 ______ Lot: Perfect Handle ballpeen hammer; another hammer with owner ID of cabinetmaker’s
hammer; and a BARRON TOOL CO. DETROIT MICH planner that fits into a drill press, label
on box says FOR USE ON ALL WOODS and PLASTICS.
253 ______ Lot: Blue Point (Snap-On) Supreme Screw Extractors Set No. 1020; and an L.O. BEARD TOOL
CO. set of precision pilot reamers with double taper counter sunk pilot bushing.
254 ______ Pair of hammers including a bumping hammer marked Coppersmith Hammer on owner ID tag;
and a tin or riveting hammer.
255 ______ WUERTH 7x35 Model 312 No. 75117 binoculars with coated lenses, in original case, very good.
256 ______ Three hammers including a 16-oz. claw hammer with three different sized nail holders in the top
of the head, fiberglass handle, MADE IN TAIWAN; unusual wooden handled cobbler’s hammer;
and a metalworking? hammer with wooden handle.
257 ______ Lot machinist tools incl. MITUTOYO dial test indicator No. 513-518, in original box, fine
overall; STARRETT button back dial indicator in original box, very good overall; set of LUFKIN
radius gages in original pouch; one SEARS Craftsman 4083 V-block with clamp; FINDER
indicator in original box, fine; Thurco circular jewelers saw blades; pair of ENCO 420-5700 Vblocks in original box; Sears 25246 sanding drum in original box, etc.
258 ______ Early MONOPHONE dial telephone with SOLARI Patent shoulder rest installed on hand set
259 ______ Lot: HERTER’S INC WASECA MINN MODEL 4A1 sinker weight mold, fine overall; L31 6volt ELECTRIC MARKING PENCIL from LODI MFG. CO. LODI, CALIF.; and an AARP
remote control for something, in original packaging.
260 ______ Four assorted hammers including two D. MAYDOLE claw hammers; a welder’s slag hammer;
and a brick hammer.
261 ______ Nice wooden string winder with a user made marking gage having a round beam.
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262 ______ Large deck scraper, has faint maker’s mark and patent date on the socket, nice wooden handle,
very good overall.
263 ______ Pair of Stanley wooden marking gages: #264 1/2 SW-logo, complete and very good; and a double
beam model with OCT 22, 1872 patent date, missing both brass rub blocks, otherwise good.
264 ______ Pair of bevels: 10-inch all-wooden model is very good; and a rosewood and brass handled sliding
model with 12-inch blade, light pitting on blade, very good overall.
265 ______ Unusual adjustable bitstock washer or gasket cutter with PITTSBURGH makers mark, the 12.5inch beam is graduated to 6-inches on either side of the center point, very good overall.
266 ______ Nice coachmaker’s router with very good wooden handles, blade is adjustable, very good.
267 ______ THE MELLOR BOX OPENER NO. 1 PATENTED AUG. 4, 1908, very good; and a double
ended horse tooth float with one flat end and one concave, very good
268 ______ Millers Falls chain drill, complete and very good.
269 ______ Unusual iron ball with T-handle, has owner ID tag saying it’s a buggy tether, very good.
270 ______ Pair of tools: on left is an Eyelet Tool Co Boston MA pat 1859, very good overall; and a key
cutting machine that has a tag that says CURTIS INDUSTRIES, INC. MODEL F PAT.
1,995,798, very good.
271 ______ Lot: VAUGHAN hoof trimmer; farrier’s buttress with wooden handle, very good; and a mystery
item that looks like a decorative stove top with a crank arm riveted to it.
272 ______ Unusual one-handled blacksmith-made scorp with wooden handle; plus a small vise that can be
mounted to a bench or table.
273 ______ Two pairs of early dividers one with nice locking screw.
274 ______ Lot: two small tack hammers and a crate opening hammer.
275 ______ Unusual FREYTAG coping saw with wooden handle, first of this model we have seen or sold.
276 ______ Three unusual hammers: DASCO 399; DUFF??? CH??? crating hammer; and a very unusual
NORMAN CHIPPEWA FALLS WIS. PAT. 3-21-22.
277 ______ Two Stanley butt gages and a Stanley clapboard marker.
278 ______ Lot: drag hooks for fishing; and a Bavarian Whetstone with advertising that says For Sharper
Service Stop At PALMER’S STANDARD SERVICE PHONE 2281 - Odin, Minnesota, like new
stone in a worn box. Box is marked Natures own finest sharping stone, found only in Bavaria &
Made especially for the VERNON CO. NEWTON, IOWA.
279 ______ Lot: Yankee No. 130A screwdriver with one flat blade, very good; farrier’s buffer; pair of shears
or scissors; and a STILLMAN’S Patent saw set with wooden handle, very good.
280 ______ Unusual forged tobacco plug cutter that swivels on a wooden base, crude handle, very good
overall.
281 ______ Lot: Montgomery Ward combination jointer, raker tooth gauge and side file in tatty original box
with pamphlet; hoof knife; six twisted gate hooks; and SIMONDS CRESCENT raker gauge for
sharpening crosscut saws.
282 ______ All-wooden miter square with blade that measures just under 18 inches, handle has name S.
JOHANSON stamped into it, very good; plus an unusual wooden millers’s bow used to hold open
grain sacks while they are being filled.
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283 ______ Set of six Socket Butt Chisels in original wooden box with sliding lid, all handles with leather
ends are present and very good.
284 ______ Pair of folding wooden lets or supports, both are very good.
285 ______ Craftsman dial caliper in original plastic box, very good; and an EAGLE oil can with pump, very
good.
286 ______ Nine assorted sharpening stones including Norton INDIA IOB; NORTON 1B-134 India
Combination Oilstone IOB; NORTON FS76; NORTON Hard Arkansas; Craftsman circular stone
IOB; combination stone that is white on one side and dark on the other; a NORTON BEAR Hard
Arkansas Oilstone HS14 that is translucent, very good; NORTON LILY WHITE WASHITA,
very good; and ARK RAM, very good.
287 ______ Brass gunpowder measuring flask?, very good.
288 ______ Stanley #1 rosewood plane tote, very good; another #1 tote that is broken and missing the spur;
and a nice Stanley #2 rosewood tall knob with mounting screw, very good.
289 ______ Stanley EVERLAST chisel that needs a light regrind and sharpening, nice handle.
290 ______ Stanley #2 blade with BB logo plus chip breaker, both fine.
291 ______ Stanley #1 plane blade with BB logo, new old stock.
292 ______ Three small lever caps and one blade for mini block planes.
293 ______ BOYS UNION TOOL CHEST (wooden) No. 45B, very good overall. Has a saw, hammer,
hatchet, square and pincers that are likely original to the box plus a brass hammer, two mini
Crescent-type wrenches and several other misc. mini tools. Nice label inside lid of box. Box made
by R. BLISS MFG PAWTUCKET RI.
294 ______ Brass plate attached to strip of wood; marked JOHNS-MANVILLE SLATEKOTE SHINGLES,
very good.
295 ______ Two mini anvils; one on left is brass; on right is nickel plated and it’s mounted to a nickel plated
base.
296 ______ Strapped fire or crash hatchet marked HENR(I), has a few splinters from handle otherwise clean
and very good.
297 ______ Scarce Stanley No. 850 measures 27 7/8 x 23 1/8 x 7 3/4. (8 1/2 x 25 3/4 x 29 1/4) or No. 851 (8
1/2 x 19 1/2 x 26 5/8) wall-mounted oak tool cabinet with roll-up or cantilevered door on
front, has two or three of the original tools. A nice one for your shop, office or den wall.
298 ______ Nice 9-drawer machinist tool chest, measures 24 x 17.5 x 11 inches when closed. Does not have
the drop-down panel that most machinist boxes have in order to both hide and lock the drawers,
has folding steel handles on the sides, a very good box overall.
299 ______ Scarce Keen Kutter wall-mounting tool chest with most of the original tools, this one hung
in a family business here in Iowa for almost 100 years. A rare opportunity to acquire the
chest and the tools at the same time.
300 ______ TBA
301 ______ Stanley #182 iron rabbet plane in an original albeit tattered #192 box, plane is complete and near
new, box needs lots of TLC.
302 ______ Stanley #400 miter vise, complete and very good, plus a Millers Falls bit stop.
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303 ______ Pair of UNION iron block planes: #102 (same as Stanley #102) with pitted blade and little
japanning; and a #120 that is complete and very good.
304 ______ Wooden box with 24 blades that appear to have gone with a combination plow plane like a
Stanley 45. Box has a sliding lid.
305 ______ Pair of iron block planes: Sargent #5307, complete and very good; and a Stanley #102 with good
SW-logo blade, very good overall.
306 ______ Lot: blacksmith made tap handle; blacksmith tong for holding round work; and a BUFFUM
TOOL CO. LOUISIANA MO farrier’s hoof trimmer, very good.
307 ______ Stanley #220 iron block plane in original box, complete and fine plane in a very good box.
308 ______ Two pairs of 14-inch farrier’s nippers; both marked HELLER BROS. both are very good.
309 ______ Stanley #248A weatherstrip plane in original albeit tattered box, comes with wooden box full of
blades, a fine plane in a poor box.
310 ______ Two blacksmith-made tools: tongs with integral spring; and a small shovel that a smith would use
to move the coal in a fire.
311 ______ Millers Falls No. 85 duplex plane (similar to Stanley #78) complete with fence and nickel-plated
depth stop in a tatty pasteboard box, a fine plane in a slightly worn box.
312 ______ Lot: section of fire hose; shut-off valve; and nozzle marked POWHATAN B&I Works Ranson,
W. VA.
313 ______ Stanley #113 compass plane IOB, plane is very good with Q-logo blade, very good overall; and
box is worn and has the bottom corners taped with masking tape.
314 ______ Pair of adjustable hollow augers: A.A. WOODS & CO. adjustable hollow auger with intact depth
stop, very good overall; and a fixed hollow auger with a faint name on the tang.
315 ______ Pair of farm tools: hog scraper, very good; and a bull lead.
316 ______ Manufactured wheelwright’s traveler that is likely a Green River model but is pitted so the
maker’s make is not visible.
317 ______ Rosewood handled 14-inch try square ? & CONAWAY PHILA’D makers mark on handle, some
pitting on blade, good overall.
318 ______ GREEN SPOT lawn sprinkler, complete and very good.
319 ______ Pair of Stanley miniature No. 101 iron block planes: one with gray bed and red lever cap,
complete and fine; and an early model with football shaped logo on blade, chip at front of throat,
good overall.
320 ______ Pair of wrenches: B&C BEMIS & CALL 15-inch combination pipe and nut wrench, very good;
and a 12-inch WALWORTH Genuine Stillson pipe wrench with nice wooden handle, very good
overall.
321 ______ Bonner’s Patent 15-inch VICTOR quick adjusting pipe wrench, PAT’D 1903, very good.
322 ______ Three assorted mini anvils.
323 ______ EUGENE DIETZGEN CO. brass compass and builders level, brass tube has small dent on top,
very good overall.
324 ______ Lot: pair ox shoes; and template for full-figured lady calipers.
325 ______ Brass BOSTROM-BRADY MFG. builder’s level, very good overall.
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326 ______ Stanley #41 Millers Patent plow plane main body and arms only, good overall.
327 ______ DIETZGEN bow Pencil Compass Draws Circles up to 9-in. diameter.
328 ______ Lot: Coleman camping lantern, complete and very good; a rusty bottle jack; and a hanger the
owner said came out of a horse barn and was used to hang harness on.
329 ______ BENSEN & CRANNELL ALBANY (1843-1862) adjustable sash plane with brass diamond pads,
boxed.
330 ______ A. HOWLAND &Co. Auburn N.Y. 1869-74 Combination match plane for 7/8” stock.
331 ______ CONWAY TOOL CO. Conway Mass. C. 1850 very rare. Moving fillister with brass depth
stop. Missing nicker iron.
332 ______ SANDUSKY No. 164 adjustable sash plane, very good overall.
333 ______ CHARLES WHITE WARREN Ohio, C. 1850 ** rare, handled screw-arm plow plane.
334 ______ Pair of handled match planes by GREENFIELD TOOL CO.. 11 1/2-inches long.
335 ______ An 18th century molding plane 10 1/2-inches long x 2-inches wide, a torus bead? Maker
unknown. But owners: S.H. JONES and T. PHILLPPS stamps are on the plane.
336 ______ MATHIESON GLASGOW A tongue plane with a scroll wedge, adjustable fence, and brass
screw depth stop.
337 ______ G. ROSEBOOM CINC. O (1842-1861) screw-arm adjustable sash plane.
338 ______ A. FISH LOWELL Mass. C 1850. Moving fillister, boxed edge and brass depth stop.
339 ______ E. CALDWELL BALTIMORE unhandled screw-arm plow plane with screw operated depth stop,
brass stiffening plated secures the steel skate, several thread chips and the both arm brackets have
been broken and glued, entire plane has been coated in lacquer, good overall.
340 ______ Handled screw-arm plow plane with screw operated depth stop, brass stiffening plated secures the
steel skate, numerous thread chips, nuts are very good, comes with one blade, very good overall.
341 ______ Nice mahogany plow plane stand with circular base, has tag on bottom of the NELSON
CORESSEO, 1452 Ohio Street, Napoleon, OH 43545 who likely made it, very good overall.
342 ______ Nice fireplace waffle iron, complete and very good.
343 ______ Pipe and tubing bender, very good overall.
344 ______ L. POTTER & N. Marlboro broad hatchet, very good.
345 ______ Pair of early T-augers: one with nose or lipped bit has an unusual wooden handle secured with a
wedge; the other has a nice spoon bit, both are very good.
346 ______ Cast iron flag stand marked on bottom DETTRA FLAG CO. painted gold, very good.
347 ______ Unknown make 22-inch wooden jointer plane, appears to be in unused condition, has nice tapered
WARD iron with ASHTON chipper, fine closed handle, as good as they come.
348 ______ Double shoe lasting stand marked ADAMS COMPANY DUBUQUE IOWA, very good overall.
349 ______ Nice 13 1/2' razee-style jack plane HUNT & WISEMAN ST. LOUIS, MO with an improper
AUBURN TOOL CO. Thistle Brand iron, plane is set up for a single iron, fine overall condition.
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350 ______ Nice ebony and brass Ultimatum-type bit brace by James Howarth Sheffield, has been polished so
many times the logo on the top of the pad difficult to discern, an exceptionally nice brace that will
be the envy of all your friends.
351 ______ Five trade specific books: BOOT AND SHOE REPAIRING, well worn, good overall; Practical
Joinery and Carpentry by R. GREENHALCH; Worms in Furniture and Structural Timber by
Girdwood; The Amateur Mechanic’s Workshop 1872, some wear and soiling; and The Complete
Woodworker by Bernard E. Jones 1935, very good.
352 ______ Pair of BUCK & HICKMAN 1935 and 1926 hardbound hardware catalogs, both have soiled
covers but are intact and very good.
353 ______ Six tool or trade related books: A Treatise on Lathes and Turning by W. HENRY NORTHCOTT,
very good; Hammer & Tongs by Blacksmithery down the Ages by Garry Hogg, very good;
Brown & Sharpe Construction and Use of Universal Milling Machines, very good overall; Millers
Falls Tools Catalogue No. 35, reprint, very good; Ideas For Woodturning by Anders Thorlin, very
good; The Principles and Practice of Ornamental or Complex TURNING by John Jacob
Holtzapffel.
354 ______ Two tractor books: Old Farm Tractors by Philip Wright; THE JAMES WAY original 1922 tractor
or implement catalog, very good, some cover wear, inside fine;
355 ______ The Present State OF OLD ENGLISH FURNITURE by R.W. SYMONDS 1927 edition,
hardbound, very good.
356 ______ Four Furniture Books: OLD FURNITURE Understanding the Craftsman’s Art by Nancy Smith;
Antique Country Furniture of North America by John G. Shea; Country Furniture by Aldren A.
Watson, paper covered, very good; and Country Furniture by Aldren A. Watson hardbound, very
good.
357 ______ Encyclopedia of Antique Restoration and Maintenance by Dennis Young, very good; Care &
Repair of Antiques & Collectibles by Albert Jackson and David Day; and Practical Blacksmithing
by M.T. Richardson formerly in a Wisconsin Library collection.
358 ______ Pair of plane books: Through Much Tribulation: Steward Spiers and the Planemakers of Ayr, but
Nigel Lampert, very good; and British Planemakers from 1700 3rd Edition Revised by Jane and
Mark Rees.
359 ______ Four assorted tool or craft related books: The Forgotten Crafts A practical guide to traditional
skills by John Seymour, very good; The Illustrated Encyclopedia of Woodworking Handtools
Instruments & Devices by Graham Blackburn; The Antique Buyer’s Dictionary of Names by A.
W. COYSH, very good; and KNOW YOUR ANTIQUES by Ralph and Terry Kovel.
360 ______ WOOD WORKING A BOOK FOR THE HANDYMAN by Paul N. Hasluck with over 4,750
illustrations, soiled and worn covers, very good inside.
361 ______ Pair of fixer upper 1 or 2-man crosscut saws, both have good blades, one need handle glued and is
missing the medallion.
362 ______ Unusual ice saw that just needs a turned wooden handle installed in the top, very good overall.
363 ______ Large ice tong with 54-inch wooden handle and swiveling jaws, very good overall.
364 ______ Massive axe marked HUNTER EDGE TOOL CO. CALIF blade is 11 1/4-inches tall and has a 6
1/2-inch business end, very good overall.
365 ______ Pair of long and short handled ice axes, both very good.
366 ______ Unknown make potato planter with tin hopper, very good overall.
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367 ______ Sheffield Patent (U.S. No. 502,239) corn planter made by Sheffield Mfg. Co. Burr Oak, Michigan
USA. Patent issued JULY 25, 1893 very good overall.
368 ______ Large H.D. Smith No. 2A bench vise PAT. AUG 1, 1865, very good overall.
369 ______ Large 60-inch ice saw with removable bracket and wooden handle, complete and will clean to
very good.
370 ______ Victorian knife sharpener and cleaner marked KENT’S PATENT 199 HIGH HOLBOR
LONDON, Thos. Danks & Co. LTD Thurland St. Nottingham, Iron Mongers & Engineers, VII
scratched into top frame on both sides, very good overall.
371 ______ Coopers flagging iron for prying apart boards of a barrel to put rush or something similar between
them to seal a leak, Very good.
372 ______ Wooden shave with radiused bottom, very good.
373 ______ Lot: Surveying chain and surveying targets, both with light rust.
374 ______ Unusual bed key or wrench for taking apart old beds. We’ve heard it said that firemen
would carry these in their pocket and would rush into a house fire and if time permitted,
they would take apart the bed and toss it out the window so the owner would not lose it.
375 ______ Lot of three broad hatchets, one has moderate to heavy rust and pitting, the other two will easily
clean to very good.
376 ______ Unusual iron framed barn-beam boring machine that that can be angled either forward or
backward, has a rack for pulling bit back out of the hole, nice egg shaped handles, very good
overall.
377 ______ Three 15-inch adjustable nut wrenches incl. W&B; B&C combo pipe and nut; and MOORE
DROP FORGING Coes-type; all have rust and need cleaning.
378 ______ Lot of three assorted barn-beam boring machines: two folding models and one fixed. Both folders
have a rack, fixed model has some numerous bug holes in the base; all will clan to good or better
usable condition.
379 ______ Three adjustable nut wrenches: 16-inch combination pipe and nut; 15-inch Bemis & Call with
rust and pitting; and a 13-inch BILLINGS with steel handle with rust and pitting.
380 ______ Unusual folding barn-beam boring machine that has brackets at the bottom that allow it to be
folded in either direction, comes with one bit, very good overall.
381 ______ Unknown make hand-cranked corn sheller in old red paint mounted to a board, has nubber on one
side, very good overall.
382 ______ Pair of drawknives: one is fixed handle with 9-inch blade; and another with rotating handles that
is missing one of the wooden handles.
383 ______ Four Stanley #45 plane parts: one fence and three sliding sections, all very good.
384 ______ C. CHENEY & SON MANILUS NY AJAX mower knife (sickle bar) grinder (missing stone) by
PATD AUG. 1, ’16, very good overall.
385 ______ Lot of six assorted wooden clamps.
386 ______ Lot of steam engine parts: the manifold in the back has three knobs on one side and a sight
glass, so perhaps would indicate how much oil or water was in a given tank; four of the five
items in front look like flue cleaners; another is an elbow. These and the items in lots 388
and 390 were all found on shelf in a barn and were labeled Steam Engine parts.
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387 ______ Cooper’s skew bladed howell with handle, very good overall.
388 ______ Three steam engine parts including on top a fly ball governor with stand, shaft and pulley; a piece
that looks like a magneto; and a shaft with two pieces that have roller bearings on them. These
and the items in lots 386 and 390 were all found on shelf in a barn and were labeled Steam
Engine parts.
389 ______ Lot: unusual double sided saw with composite handle, very good; auto valve grinder; small nickel
plated riveting? hammer; and a stitching needle.
390 ______ Lot of three steam engine pieces including two fly-ball governors. These and the items in
lots 386 and 388 were all found on shelf in a barn and were labeled Steam Engine parts.
391 ______ Zenith double bit axe from the Marshall Wells Hardware Co. of Duluth, Minn. Has light rust but
will clean to very good overall.
392 ______ Lot: eight ball peen hammers; a straight peen hammer; and a Marsh Fountain Brush from
Belleville, ILL, ten items in all.
393 ______ HICKORY double bit axe from the Kelley Howe Thompson Co. Duluth, MINN.
394 ______ Early Apple Automotive Dynamo Ignitor or Generator, has three holes on top where and ID
tag once was.
395 ______ HAINES GAGE CO. nickel plated caliper, very good overall.
396 ______ BOSTROM builder’s level in original wooden box, the instrument is very good.
397 ______ Lot: horse tooth float; forged claw hammer; compound tin snips; and a cobbler’s lasting plier with
hammer.
398 ______ Lot: wooden scraper; Stearns scraper (missing blade), sliding bevel; calking iron; and nickel
plated notary stamp, PAT MAR 19, ’96, very good.
399 ______ Lot: button-hole cutter, crucible for melting lead; wagon wrench; bitstock die holder; stamped
steel wire tool (rusty); flat steel wrench; Hawkeye Wrench Co. alligator wrench with thread
chasers in handle and having a screwdriver at end of one jaw; small Coes-type monkey wrench;
and a book binding tool.
400 ______ Porter & Burnham Picture Frame Vise PAT. AUG. 27, 1878 & Canada AUG. 30, 1878, first
we’ve seen and we do not know if it is complete or not. We did not see anything broken or
anything repaired.
401 ______ Lot: Clay Sheffield scraper; girka folding lock-blade knife; holddown and chalkline.
402 ______ Lot: dividers, two open ended wrenches; two pair of NOS stair buttons; two trammels missing
their points, etc. Nine items in all.
403 ______ Railroad spike driving hammer, very good.
404 ______ Hay knife with two wooden handles, good overall.
405 ______ Large commercial-type ice chipper, appears to be blacksmith made, very good, and a large smithmade ice? gouge with 4-inch edge, very good.
406 ______ Large 4-inch diameter wood auger with worm screw at end and having a socket at end; plus
another 2.5-inch auger.
407 ______ Large T-handled tapered reamer likely used by a wheelwright to ream wagon wheel axels.
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408 ______ Small woodworking workbench that likely came out of a school shop, has end vise and chip tray,
the chip tray has a square hole in it that someone was probably going to install a pan or something
into to catch the chips, trestle has been built up so that it can be used by the average sized adult,
good overall.
409 ______ Another smith-made ice chisel with 4-inch blade, long handle, very good.
410 ______ Long handled adz, has light rust, will clean to very good overall.
411 ______ Another long handled adz with light rust, will clean to very good overall.
412 ______ Ice grapple with 6-foot handle, very good.
413 ______ Unusual treadle lathe in green paint, may have come from England years ago when the
former owner imported two containers of tools from over there. Come with a working
treadle, a wooden top with steel bed above it, set up currently for turning wood. Needs a
belt and a tool rest, very good overall.
414 ______ Two curved adzes, both have light rust but will clean to usable condition.
415 ______ Pair of long handled ice axes, both will clean to very good.
416 ______ Pair of potato forks, both will clean to very good.
417 ______ Pair of early axes including one with pitted head; and another that looks like I’ll have to run by
Mick in Australia to tell me about it. It reminds me of a big Gilpin? one he showed a while back.
418 ______ Nice Kelley True Temper fireman’s axe, will clean to very good overall.
419 ______ Unusual smith-made breaking bar with D-handle, these were used in commercial ice harvesting
operations to break thru the ice after it was scribed by the plow; and a small broad axe.
420 ______ Pair: long handled pickeroon, very good overall; and a hammer with spike coming off the back,
hammer portion has been badly abused.
421 ______ Long handled ice axe very good; and a long handled pickeroon, very good.
422 ______ New old stock Zenith axe handle with intact paper label, very good; and a smith-made pipe tong.
423 ______ Pair of reaping scythes, both complete and very good.
424 ______ Pair: Grubbing hoe and adz with handle taped with duct and electric tape.
425 ______ Late model Stanley #75 bullnose rabbet plane in blue japanning in a very good yellow Stanley
box, comes with a HOW TO USE STANLEY SPECIALTY PLANES booklet, a new plane in a
fine box.
426 ______ Three sharpening stones in original boxes: CRAFTSMAN #6450 3-inch by 5/8-inch round stone,
very good; PIKE INDIA No. 24 Combination stone 4 1/2 X 1 1/2 x 5/8 inches, very good; and a
CRAFTSMAN Silicon Carbide Knife Sharpener, very good.
427 ______ Stanley No. 2 level sights for iron levels in original box, complete and very good.
428 ______ Early Stanley Type I miter square with 11-inch blade, rosewood stuffed iron frame, good overall.
429 ______ Unusual STANLEY TEST BLOCK FOR PHILLIPS SCREWDRIVER wooden block with seven
different sized Phillips screw heads in the top, very good overall.
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430 ______ Lufkin 75-foot H435 Ni-Clad “Royal” steel tape measure in original box, tape and box are fine.
431 ______ Stanley #4 trammel points in original box, a new set of trammel points in a fine box.
432 ______ L.S. STARRETT No. 530 steel 50-foot tape measure in original box, very good tape in a good
box.
433 ______ Stanley #208 level glasses in original pasteboard box and packed in saw dust,
434 ______ Stanley #47-050 (1050) CHALK-O-MATIC chalk line in original box, box and chalk line are
both very good; plus a Craftsman No. 9-3940 BUTT GAGE in original box, complete and fine.
435 ______ Stanley #100 tail handled block plane in original box, plane is fine with SW-logo blade, a fine to
near-new plane in box that has tape run around the top to hold it together.
436 ______ Lot of three expansive bits all in original boxes: STANLEY HANDYMAN No. 128; BRUNO
No. 200-B; and a GREENLEE NO. 3, all are fine.
437 ______ Stanley HANDYMAN H1204 9-inch iron smooth plane in original corrugated cardboard box
with fine label, a new-new plane in a very good box.
438 ______ Two PATENTED COUNTER BORE tools both made by the Connecticut Valley Mfg. Co.; one is
a 1/2-inch and one is a 3/8-inch, both are fine overall in very good boxes.
439 ______ Later model Stanley #79 side rabbet plane in original box, a later model plane in fine overall
condition in a yellow box that is very good.
440 ______ Lot of four boxed tools: Starrett No. 475 screw pitch gage Positive Stop, very good overall; S.W.
CARD three high speed taps in a wooden box with sliding lid, all very good; No. 636 3/8 x 3/8inch hollow chisel MADE IN USA fine; and a Quick-Set No. 649 size B reamer that reams 17/32
to 19/32 inch, very good.
441- ______
TBA
449
450 ______ Rare set of eight THE MODERN CARPENTER AND JOINER AND CABINET MAKER
A COMPLETE GUIDE TO CURRENT PRACTICE, dated 1903, prepared under the
editorship of G. LISTER SUTCLIFFE Architect. These have some foxing but are in very
good overall condition.
451 ______ Pair of original hardware catalogs: I. SORBY 1938 Edition Price List TURNER, NAYLOR &
CO. LTD., cover peeling off the spine, inside is very good; and Woodworkers’ TOOLS AND
MACHINES CATALOGUE No. 25 of RICHARD MELHUISH LTD, Tool and Machine
Merchants, very good overall.
452 ______ Pair of original hardware catalogues: 1938 William Marples & Sons Sheffield “Shamrock
Brand” Tools, complete and very good; and Woodworkers’ TOOLS AND MACHINES
CATALOGUE No. 25 of RICHARD MELHUISH LTD, Tool and Machine Merchants,
some wear to covers, very good overall.
453 ______ Original THE CARPENTER and JOINER STAIR BUILDER AND HAND-RAILER by Robert
Riddell, inside page has William Gunson His Book Northampton 24. 8. 81, profusely illustrated,
complete and very good.
454 ______ Four tool or trade-related books: PROFESSIONAL SMITHING by Donald Streeter, very good;
CANEWORK by Charles Crampton, has torn dust jacket, inside very good; Timber Construction
Manual, some cover soiling; and The History and Practice of Woodcarving by Frederick
Oughton, with dust jacket very good.
455 ______ The Modern Carpenter & Joiner three volume set, all hardbound, VOL III has small tear in spine,
others with cover soiling, insides are very good.
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456 ______ Four books: Saw-Mills Their Arrangement And Management by Bale, very good; The Church
Organ by Noel Bonavia-Hunt, good; Secrets of Green-Sand Casting by 1983 reprint of a 1906
original, very good; Green Timber On the Flood Tide of Fortune in the Great Northwest by
Thomas Emerson Ripley.
457 ______ Five books: Lost-Wax Investment Casting by C.W. Ammen, very good; The Complete Handbook
of Sand Casting by C.W. Ammen;
458 ______ Three books: British Plane Makers from 1700 by W.L. Goodman, very good; The Practical Wood
Turner by F. Pain with dust jacket, very good; and Wood Handbook No. 72 dated 1955 by U.S.
Department of Agriculture, soiled covers, good inside.
459 ______ Lot of nine Woodworker Annual books: VOLS. 77 (1973), 78, 79, 80, 81, 82, 83, 84, & 86
(1982). All are complete and very good.
460 ______ Four books: Wood-Working Machinery by J. Sagar & Co. LTD Saw Mill Engineers Halifax,
England, very good; Plastics Problems and Processes, very good; Capotosto’s Woodworking
Wisdom; and Lampmaking by Bruce W. Murphy and Ana G. Lopo.
461 ______ Three books: The Furniture Doctor by George Grotz, very good; Woodwork, Third Edition by
G.W. Brazier and N.A. Harris, very good; and Principles of Educational Woodwork by C.L.
Binns and R.E. Marsden, reprinted in 1912, some cover soiling, inside very good.
462 ______ Three books: The Farmers Magazine VOL II: Monday January 12, 1801, the spine is peeling,
good inside; The Amateur Mechanic A Practical Guide for the Handyman VOL II, covers soiled,
inside, good; and Fairbanks, Morse & Co. Saint Paul, 1919-1920 Catalog S.P. 101 soiled covers,
has windmills, weighing scales; well pumps.
463 ______ Three books: The Modern Steam Car and its background by Thomas S. Derr; Roof Framing by
H.H. Siegele; and BRITISH CRAFTSMEN by Thomas HENNELL.
464 ______ Pair of Fred T. Hodgson Practical Uses of the Steel Square VOLS ONE and TWO, both very
good.
465 ______ COACHBUILDING by John Philipson, very good; The Carpenter’s Company of the City and
County of Philadelphia 1786 Annotated, with and Introduction by Charles E. Peterson, F.A.I.A.,
very good; The Tools and Trades History Society Newsletter 24, Winter 1989, very good; Scotch
and English Metal Planes Manufactured by Stewart Spiers and Manufactured by T. Norris and
Son.
466 ______ Four tool books: The Din of a Smithy of J.A.R. Stevenson; Steel Square and its Practical Uses by
Hodgson; Joinery and Carpentry by Corkhill Lowsley VOL I Second Edition Reprint, very good;
and The Turner’s Companion Containing Instructions In Concentric and Excentric Turning, 1902,
very good.
467 ______ Six books: Developing Printing-Enlarging by Al and DeVera Bernsohn with torn dust jacket,
good overall; The Artistic Crafts Series of Technical Handbooks Wood Carving: Design and
Workmanship Second Edition 1913, very good; Staining and Polishing, 1921 Edition, by Evans
Bros. has torn dust jacket, book is very good; Practical Uses of the Steel Square by Fred T.
Hodgson Vol. Two, worn covers, good overall; How to Use Wood-Working Tools 1882 reprinted
in 1977, very good; and a Charles A. Strelinger & Co. Detroit, Mich. 1897 hardware catalog
reprinted by MWTCA in 1979.
468 ______ Four books: The Farm Workshop by H.J. Hine, very good; All About Power Tools
CRAFTPLANS PATTEN BOOK, good overall; Machine Tools Catalogue of the collection 1966,
very good; and The Complete Guide to BLACKSMITHING by Professor A. Lungwitz and
Charles F. Adams, very good.
469 ______ Unusual and nice set MODERN HOUSE CONSTRUCTION books that appear to be
companion books to the 8-Vol set in lot 450, these too were prepared under the editorship of
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470 ______
471 ______

472 ______
473 ______

474 ______

475 ______
476 ______
477 ______
478 ______
479 ______
480 ______
481 ______
482 ______

G. LISTER SUTCLIFFE Architect and are nicely bound, the covers have some shelf wear
and would benefit from a cleaning.
Seven bound Volumes of WOODWORKER published by EVANS BROTHERS LTD LONDON,
V0LS 1938, 1939, 1940, 1941, 1942, 1943 & 1944 all are very good.
Five books: The Technique of Furniture Making by Ernest Joyce, with dust jacket, very good;
The Concise Encyclopedia of American Antiques Edited by Helen Comstock, with soiled jacket,
very good overall; The Complete Book of Furniture Repair and Refinishing by Ralph Parsons
Kinney, has tatty jacket, book is very good; How to Build Shaker Furniture by Thos. Moss, very
good; and The Furniture Collector Old English Furniture of the XVII and XVII Centuries, cover
is soiled and has small tears at spine, inside is very good.
Two books: Restoring, Tuning & Using Classic Woodworking Tools by Michael Dunbar, very
good; and The History of Woodworking Tools by W.L. Goodman, very good
Four books: VW Body Work book with paper cover; Original The STAR LINE Catalog of Dairy
Barn Equipment: Stalls, Stanchions, Stock Pens, Litter, Feed and Milk Can Carriers, Barn and
Garage Door Hangers, etc., very good overall; VANISHING AMERICA by Everett B. Wilson,
with worn jacket, very good overall; The Home Cabinetmaker by Monte Burch, very good.
Four books: Bench Work in Wood by Goss Reprinted by MWTCA in 1997, very good; Joinery
And Carpentry Volume IV, second edition reprint, very good; A Manual of Fret Cutting and
Wood Carving, cover separating at spine and has rusty staples that have bled rust onto the pages;
and SAWS Design Selection, Operation and Maintenance, very good.
Three assorted hand saws including one with a steel plate and raised brass nuts, has broken handle
spur, good overall; one
Johnson Level & Tool Co. ADJUST-A-SQUARE U.S. PAT. 4,525,933 adjustable aluminum
bevel square that can be locked into a number of standard positions, fine.
EMPIRE 48-inch aluminum plum and level No. 43541, complete and fine in original plastic box
with cam-locking cap, fine.
Wooden and brass pad saw with boxwood handle, owner A. KENNEDY stamped name at least
twice, very good overall.
Pair of hand saws: 26-inch good overall; second one with pitted steel plate on one side and having
decorative raised nuts on both sides, good overall.
Pair of wooden cooper’s planes: croze with steel wear strips, has some cracking where someone
tried to drive out the post, very good; and a wooden howell;
Large pair of 7-foot ice tongs, with massive wooden handle, largest pair we have seen or sold.
Likely came with the horse drawn ice plow in lot
Pair of wooden coopers planes: a post croze and a howell, both from a European cooperage, blade
in the howell has some rust, both are very good overall.

483 ______ HILGER WATTS’S AUTOSET LEVEL in original tin box with set of legs rods and targets.
484 ______ Six larger wrenches including S-shaped; spud wrench, etc.
485 ______ Lot: hog tongs; IHC G3866 S-shaped; unknown 767; pitted BLACK HAWK; “Lucky Leven”
multi wrench that is cracked thru the center opening on one side; IHC P1599; and unknown 379
with hammer. All have light to moderate rust.
486 ______ Lot: S-handled open end wrench; Universal Hubcap wrench by the RIGHTUSE CO. MPLS
MINN; pair of nippers; offset hex; unknown 17-inch with square opening at one end, and small
square box below the open end, rusty; an offset buggy type; and two more offset hex wrenches,
eight items in all.
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487 ______ Dutro Patent door jack or door holder (U.S. Patent No. 830,980) issued to Samuel B. Dutro of
Mason City, Iowa, needs spring replaced, will clean to very good overall.
488 ______ Unusual airtight military box, measures 25 1/2 x 16 1/2 x 12 1/2 has spring loading handles on
both sides, and is set up for stacking, very good overall.
489 ______ Wooden crate full of leather and assorted tools, measures 24 1/2 x 16 x 12-inches.
490 ______ Lot of four T-augers including two with patented handles.
491 ______ Large ice tongs with 60-inch wooden handle, very good overall.
492 ______ Unknown purpose adjustable double roller with nice paint job and having gold pin striping, very
good overall.
493 ______ Little AMERICAN trimmer for lead type Pat. May 22, 1900, will clean to very good overall.
494 ______ OHLEN (saw) GUMMER COLUMBUS (Ohio?), appears to be complete and very good.
495 ______ Unusual H.B. ROUSE & CO. Chicago U.S.A. cutter for truing up leather type, very good
japanning, nice wooden handle, very good overall.
496 ______ Power or kick wheel that would have powered such things as early dental drills, needs a good
cleaning and oil but will clean to very good.
497 ______ Large pair of log or ice tongs 36.5 inches long overall, handles connected by iron rings and length
of chain very good.
498 ______ Scarce ice plow 60 1/2-inch blade 91 inches long overall with plow-type handles for steering,
one handle is broken, can be restored to very good overall condition with new set of plow
handles.
499 ______ Wooden cabinetmaker’s tool chest measures 37 x 19 x 19 has folding iron handles on each end,
now trays or tills and no runners that trays or tills would have sat one, very good overall.
500 ______ Large set of carving tools in hard shell case.
501 ______ Yankee No. 135 ratchet screw driver in original box with two flat-bladed bits, a very good
screwdriver in a worn box.
502 ______ Hook Scraper No. 75 in original pasteboard box, very good overall.
503 ______ United Shoe Machinery Corp. KLEAN KUTT shoe nails, very good.
504 ______ DIAMOND K16 pair of 6-inch slip-joint pliers, fine in original box that is very good.
505 ______ Pair of Stanley tools: No. 199 trimming knife or box cutter slightly worn original box, and No.
373 1/2 BUTT MARKER very good.
506 ______ Stanley #271 miniature router plane in original box, complete and fine, box is lightly worn and
coming apart at the edges.
507 ______ Unusual No. 711-08-05 Stanley Saw Edge Divergent Corrugated Nails in original box 100 pieces.
508 ______ Three misc. tools: scratch awl with crude rosewood handle and brass ferrule; MECHANIC’S
PAL tape measure; and a rosewood handle bevel with 8-inch pitted blade.
509 ______ Pair of unusual pliers: BLUE BIRD No. 12 specialty pliers; and a 5 1/2-inch pair marked shoe
pliers.
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510 ______ Unknown make jointer gage or fence for iron planes, complete and very good overall.
511 ______ Pair of braces: Spofford Patent complete and very good; and a BARBER’S PAT’D MAY 24,
1864 with interesting repair to top handle.
512 ______ Wooden jointers mallet, very well made
513 ______ Pair of light duty braces: one has a normal chuck shell with jaws; the other holds the bit with a
screw, both very good.
514 ______ Five Stanley “Everlast” chisels, the smallest is marked O.V.B., all very good.
515 ______ Pair of blacksmith made braces: one with clunky wooden pad holds bit with set screw; and one
with iron handle is a friction fit.
516 ______ Lot of five assorted screwdrivers including two with flat blades.
517 ______ Pair of bit braces: smaller one holds bit with set screw; and one hold bit with a sliding tab that
engages a notch on the bit tang.
518 ______ Early Stanley #23 transitional smooth plane with solid brass adjuster nut, early beaded knob, very
good, L.BAILEY and patent date on blade and on chipbreaker, the spring on the back of the solid
lever cap has been replaced, logo on toe is very faint, good overall.
519 ______ Pair of braces: KEYSTONE THE WAIVES MFG CO. ratchet brace, very good overall;
and an unusual screw-holding brace marked PAT APPL’D.
520 ______ Mystery plane-like tool that has a wooden stock that has five inline throats with one being
occupied with a skewed blade and crude wedge, stock is made of oak and has a brass plate
covering the right side, unusual.
521 ______ Pair of bit braces both using screws to secure the bits.
522 ______ SsS SIEGLEY #4 iron smooth plane, complete and very good.
523 ______ Pair of 14-inch ratchet braces: PEXTO #8014C with SAMSON chuck, needs light cleaning, very
good overall; and a Stanley #923 14-inch that has surface rust, will clean to very good.
524 ______ Winchester #3004 iron smooth plane, the red paint on the lever cap and highlighting the
Winchester name in the bed has been enhanced, complete and very good.
525 ______ Lot of five assorted ratchet braces: Yankee #2101 10-inch BELL SYSTEMS, very good;
ENDERES #3 12-inch, very good; one with heavy duty chuck but torn up ratchet mechanism;
MOHAWK #1710; and PS&W #2010 with top handle that is chewed up around the outer edge,
otherwise complete and very good.
526 ______ Millers Falls #14 iron jack plane has light surface rust to the exposed surfaces, will easily clean to
fine overall condition.
527 ______ Five assorted ratchet braces: Stanley #945 10-inch; WARDS MASTER; PS&W? 10-inch, needs
cleaning; FLETCHER RH; and a Millers Falls that someone must have spilled a bucket of white
paint on.
528 ______ Pair of iron jack planes: Keen Kutter KK5C, dirty but complete, tote spur has been shortened,
good low knob, good original blade, will clean to at least good overall; and a Stanley #5 with BBlogo blade, tote broken in center, good tall knob, will clean to very good usable condition.
529 ______ Four assorted ratchet braces: KEEN KUTTER that is coated with clear lacquer; JULY 9, 1895;
STEMOR ratchet brace; and a PS&W 12-inch.
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530 ______ Stanley #5 1/2 iron wide body jack plane, japanning peeling at the toe scuffed but intact rosewood
tote and tall knob,
531 ______ Six assorted tack hammers incl. C.S. OSBORNE; and two Stanley 602 models.
532 ______ Sargent #418C iron fore plane with nice elongated spur on mahogany tote, nice tall knob, light
rust on side and sole, needs cleaning but will clean to very good.
533 ______ Three hatchets: broad hatchet and two lathing hatchets.
534 ______ Ohio Tool #06 iron fore plane, nice globe-logo blade, very good overall.
535 ______ Three metalworking hammers; the center one has a V-notch machined into the rear side of the
head.
536 ______ Winchester #3030C iron fore plane, nice rosewood tote and tall knob, nice proper iron, needs
cleaning but will easily clean to very good overall.
537 ______ Four ball peen hammers incl. new BLUE GRASS 8-oz.
538 ______ Ohio Tool #328C iron jointer plane, good tote and low knob, nice OHIO TOOL THISTLE
BRAND blade, a few patches of light surface rust, will clean to very good overall.
539 ______ Unusual hand axe with rounded handle, looks similar to a trade axe, some light rust on blade, will
clean to very good.
540 ______ Stanley BAILEY #8C iron jointer plane, good SW logo blade, nice early-style tote and low knob,
needs light cleaning, very good overall.
541 ______ Three assorted roofing hatchets.
542 ______ Four iron block planes: early Stanley #102 with “football” logo, very good; early Stanley #103,
very good; unknown make #102 with number faintly cast into rear of bed, unmarked blade, very
good;
543 ______ OGONTZ TOOL CO. OGONTZ PA roofing hatchet, very good overall.
544 ______ Four iron smooth planes: Handyman #H1204 with gray bed and black painted handles, will clean
to very good; FULTON #3-size with decal still on tote, fine overall; unknown make No. 3 with
WITHERBY blade, fine overall; and a SARGENT #408, top of blade has been hammered on
when someone tried to use it as a chisel, stained hardwood tote a replacement, good tall knob,
very good overall.
545 ______ Four assorted block planes: unknown make #103-type, will clean to very good; AMERICAN
TOOL & FDRY CO. needs cleaning; late Stanley #102 with aqua colored cap; and a pressed steel
model that may be a Stanley product.
546 ______ Three iron smooth planes: cheap PEXTO with pressed-steel frog; MERIT TOOLS #5277
(Montgomery Ward), complete and very good; and a UNION #4, complete and very good.
547 ______ Three #130 double ended iron block planes; one Stanley #130 has as stripped cap screw, but is
otherwise OK; one has a faint NEW YORK company logo on the blade and Sargent-type knob
held with a screw, very good; and the last is a very good Stanley with SW-logo on blade.
548 ______ WINCHESTER #3205C 9-inch smooth plane, nice tote and tall knob, nice original blade and
lever cap, with light cleaning, this one will be fine.
549 ______ Pair of Stanley iron rabbet planes: #190 is complete with depth stop and fine overall; and #191
has a depth stop but no screw to secure it, SW-logo blade, very good overall.
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550 ______ Pair of hand drills: Nice Millers Falls No. 2 with bits inside handle and working 3-jaw chuck,
missing the little auxiliary handle, fine overall; and a Stanley #624 with orange gear wheel, black
paint is peeling off the handle, intact 3-jaw chuck, very good overall.
551 ______ Union #6 fore plane with nice beaded knob, small splinter from side of tote spur, nice japanning,
very good overall.
552 ______ Three smaller hand drills: Millers Falls #77 complete and very good; Goodell-Pratt that has an
intact chuck but the threads on the shaft need to be chased for the chuck to function properly; and
a late model Millers Falls with black handles, working chuck, fine overall.
553 ______ Lot of three ENDERES OAK LEAF layout tools: sliding bevel with rosewood handle, 6-inch
blade, very good; try and miter square with 6-inch blade, rosewood and brass handle blued blade,
fine overall; and a 9-inch try and miter square with rosewood and brass handle, light rust and
pitting on blade, good overall.
554 ______ Unusual Union Tool Co. #5A wide body 15-inch iron jack plane, tote broken and glued, most
japanning gone; good blade, good knob, lever cap marked 2 1/4 on back, has some rust and will
likely end up with some mild pitting when fully cleaned, good overall.
555 ______ Keen Kutter sliding bevel (similar to Stanley #18) with 6-inch blade, nice nickel plating, very
good overall.
556 ______ Stanley #4 1/2 wide body smooth plane, one patent date in bed, decal on left side of nice
rosewood tote, has some light surface rust, will clean to fine overall.
557 ______ Unusual pair of 6-inch Keen Kutter dividers, complete and fine.
558 ______ Stanley BEDROCK #604 RT smooth plane, good SW-logo blade, nice rosewood tote and knob,
proper STANLEY R&L CO. BED ROCK lever cap, very good overall.
559 ______ Sargent #415 wide body 15-inch jack plane with nice beaded knob, nice refinished tote, very
good original blade, very good overall.
560 ______ Unusual and fine KEEN KUTTER double beam marking gage marked on the head with the block
and wedge logo and on the beam E.C. SIMMONS KEEN KUTTER, fine nickel plating. First we
can recall seeing of this model.
561 ______ Stanley BEDROCK #603 FT some pitting on SW blade, good rosewood tote and scuffed but
intact tall knob, tote has 25 stamped into it, so it probably came out of a school shop, proper
BEDROCK lever cap, light rust on sides and bottom, will clean to very good overall.
562 ______ Pair of folding saw vises including a nice E.C. STEARNS & CO. cast iron model with cam lock,
very good. The other is made of riveted steel, it needs a light cleaning but is complete and very
good.
563 ______ Pair of Keen Kutter squares: 6-inch try square with nickel plated handle, nice plating, very good
overall; and an 8-inch try and miter square with good nickel plating, needs light cleaning, very
good overall.
564 ______ Diamond Edge DE4C smooth plane, chunk is missing from top left side of hard rubber tote, nice
knob and original blade, very good overall.
565 ______ Keen Kutter 8-inch outside caliper, complete and fine overall.
566 ______ Pair of iron smooth planes: Stanley #4 with BB-logo blade, very good rosewood tote and tall
knob, entire plane coated with clear lacquer, will make fine user; and a DEFIANCE 9-inch that is
missing most of the japanning, has some light surface rust, will clean to good usable condition.
567 ______ Pair of Keen Kutter tools: 8-inch inside/outside caliper, has former owners name crudely
scratched into one side, very good usable condition; and a 5-inch inside spring caliper, fine
overall.
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568 ______ Pair of wooden bead planes: Hills & WINSHIP SPRINGFIELD MS 1/2-inch fully boxed with
double dovetail, fine overall; and a 3/8-inch by CASEY KITCHELL & CO. AUBURN NY,
complete and fine.
569 ______ Lot of layout tools: early Stanley #95 butt gage, very good overall; DISSTON & SONS sliding
bevel with 8-inch blade, fine overall; and an unusual Keen Kutter square with folding steel
handle.
570 ______ Early 7/8-inch wooden round plane with broad chamfers and rounded wedge, has initials DT
branded into the heel, very good overall.
571 ______ WIDE 3 1/8-inch complex profile molding plane marked 2 on heel, complete and fine.
572 ______ Wooden potato masher; and a turned wooden food pestle that would be used to push meat or
other foodstuffs into a grinder hopper, both are very good.
573 ______ Universal food chopper No. 2 by L.F. & C. (Landers, Frary & Clark) NEW Britain, CONN
U.S.A., very good overall.
574 ______ Pair of wooden potato mashers, both very good.
575 ______ Chinese wax seal, ink-blue white porcelain container, in original box, fine.
576 ______ Nicely carved wooden rice mold; plus an unknown wooden stamp with pinwheel carved into
bottom that would have been used to imprint pastries and other baked items.
577 ______ Five wooden handled wax seal stamps all very good.
578 ______ Two carved wooden serving spoons, both very nice.
579 ______ EKCO 68-F commercial egg cake pan that bakes 12 egg-shaped cakes at a time, fine.
580 ______ Cast iron snow bird collected in Pennsylvania in the 1960s; and a CHATILLON’S IMPROVED
SPRING SCALE PATENTED DEC 10th 1867 hanging spring scale with 24-pound capacity.
581 ______ Unusual cast iron muffin pan that cooks 11 small cakes or muffins at time, has faint makers name
and or patent dates cast into the handles.
582 ______ Original 1930s or ‘40s fence & animal set in wooden box with hinged lid, set comes with six
plastic donkeys and six elephants all marked JAPAN on bottom, the fence rails are wooden.
583 ______ Gents or ball brace and a wooden block with six holes containing two shoemaker’s awls and a
wooden peg.
584 ______ Pair of fiber glass measuring tapes 50-foot and 165-foot, both are fine.
585 ______ Ten small carving tools including five gouges and five skewed chisels, all are fine.
586 ______ Stanley #130A YANKEE spiral ratchet screwdriver IOB with three original bits, like new tool in
a worn and Scotch taped box.
587 ______ Unknown make beech pad saw with blade, good.
588 ______ Instant collection of 8-inch and 12-inch rulers.
589 ______ JUMBOWOOD CARVING CHISEL set No. 6746 of 12 Chinese gouges and chisels.
590 ______ Brass can with built in pump for use in print shops to pump solvent into a rag for removing ink
from handles and other things.
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591 ______ Burl mallet has tag on it saying it was purchased at the MWTCA Area A meeting in Medina, MN,
very good.
592 ______ Pair of UNION No. 5 clamp-on roller skates that can be clamped to a hard soled shoe or boot,
very good overall.
593 ______ People counting meter that would be mounted to a turnstile, has model number 5-D-1 and a series
55 and faint MILWAUKEE.
594 ______ Four sets of jewelry tools: SEITZ Swiss staking set IOB, very good; BERGEON No. 30010 mini
watchmaker tap and die set; and a box full of glass bottles full of mini screws, several of the
bottles are marked SWISS.
595 ______ Large wooden box full of MEYER precision standards for calibrating micrometers, calipers, etc.
596 ______ Lot of watchmaker & other misc. tools: SOILTEST PENETROMETER CT-421 for testing
concrete; plastic case full of clock or watchmaker’s files; set of HR SUISSE watchmaker’s
screwdrivers; tool used to install watch crystals in wooden box; KENDRICK & DAVIS CO. set
No. 322B jewel size reamers & holder in original pasteboard box; and a pasteboard box of
watchmakers drills and screwdrivers
597- ______
TBA
625
626 ______ Pair of wooden molding planes A.C. BARTLETT’S OHIO PLANES #67 moving fillister,
missing depth stop, fence appears to have come off another plane, can be restored to usable
condition; and a Sargent #633 twin-iron 1 1/4-inch nosing plane, complete and very good.
627 ______ Pair of Stanley #80 iron cabinet scrapers one is a newer model MADE IN ENGLAND, that is
complete and fine and even has most of the original decal or trade sticker; the other is an older
U.S. model with a thick homemade blade, very good overall.
628 ______ Pair of wooden molding planes: H. CHAPIN UNION FACTORY No. 133 3/8-inch dado,
complete and very good; and an ATKINSON? 5/8-inch grooving plane that was 1/2 of a tongue
and groove set, very good overall.
629 ______ Stanley #80 and #81 cabinet scrapers: the #80 is an early model it needs a blade, very good
overall; the #81 also need a blade, the #81 has a good rosewood bottom, some light rust on the
top, will clean to very good overall.
630 ______ Pair of wooden planes: ENSENORE WORKS NEW YORK handled wooden smooth plane, has
nice AUBURN TOOL CO. blade, good overall top of handle is cracked where it meets the main
body, needs glue and screw to secure; and a nice CHAPIN STEPHENS UNION FACTORY No.
133 7/8-inch twin iron nosing plane, very good overall.
631 ______ Stanley #12 cabinet scraper that is missing the blade, has nice rosewood handle, locking screw for
the pitch adjuster is an improper replacement, has STANLEY RULE & LEVEL CO logo on head
of brass blade clamping screw, will make very good user.
632 ______ Pair of wooden jack rabbet planes: the longer of the two is a 1-inch model with 15-inch stock, has
both an iron and what looks like a second iron is acting as chip breaker, very good overall. The
other is also a 1-inch with 13 3/4-inch stock, end of blade curves upward, very good overall.
633 ______ Large leather bound Belknap Inc. BLUEGRASS 4370-page Tool Catalog circa 1970s with
carrying handles, very good.
634 ______ Pair of wooden smoothing planes: the one left is a 7 1/2-inch E.W. CARPENTER LANCASTER
model with faint mark on toe, very good overall; the other is an 8-inch model with faint BOSTON
mark on toe, very good overall.
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635 ______ SARGENT & CO. 1901 Hardware Catalog, 1220 pages, spine cover is loose on one side and
there is evidence that tape once held it in place, part of title and date are missing from spine,
inside is very good, this one will benefit tremendously by being rebound.
636 ______ Pair of wooden planes: on the left is a 12-inch model that has 1296 stamped into the heel, throat is
cut for a single iron, very good overall; and on right is a 10 1/4-inch model that has a slight
concave radius from side to side, it is very good overall.
637 ______ Lot: sliding bevel; chalk line; small clamp; box cutter, 1/2-inch drive 7/8-inch deep socket; razor
blade scraper; AIKEN patent tool handle, missing cap and all the tools; small spiral drill (missing
top handle), etc.
638 ______ Lot of plane parts including lateral levers and adjustable throat plates for iron block planes; a
beading stop for a combination plane; brass chuck from a Sheffield-type wooden brace; complete
depth stop and screw from moving fillister plane; LSS CO (Starrett) stair gage fixture; and more,
a full 2-pound coffee can full.
639 ______ Lot of plane parts: six block plane lever caps including four knuckle types, or for a Stanley #118,
body for a Stanley #75 bullnose rabbet; beading stop for combination plane; part of an auxiliary
center bottom for a Stanley #55 plane, etc.
640 ______ Lot of chisel handles, totes for wooden and iron bench planes, two drill chucks, etc.
641 ______ Lot of plane blades and lever caps for Sargent and Stanley bench planes plus a bottle of chalk for
a chalk line.
642 ______ Three assorted saw sets including a small one marked SANDVIK SWEDEN.
643 ______ Wooden box (brown) full of blades and chip breakers for wooden bench planes.
644 ______ Pair of bench planes: SHELTON No. 04 smooth plane, complete and fine; and a Stanley #35
transitional smooth plane with good Q-logo blade, very good overall.
645 ______ Wooden box full of bench plane frogs, a broken Stanley #81 scraper, etc.
646 ______ Two Stanley tools in original boxes: Set No. 1525-B Screw-Mate combination countersink and
wood drill, very good; and a No. 1523 Plug Cutter, fine overall.
647 ______ Lot: two wooden marking gages and an E.C. STEARNS & CO. adjustable scraper.
648 ______ Four assorted automotive valve spring compressors.
649 ______ Lot of 14 fixer-upper wooden and transitional bench planes.
THE END.

Have tools, kitchen collectibles, or other antiques you would like to sell?
Contact Mike Urness: mike@greatplanestrading.com or 314-497-7884
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